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A big thank-you to the folks at Sixpoint
Craft Ales, who have remained enthusiastic
advocates of each issue, in addition to
sponsoring our events with their fine beer.

DEAR READER:
New writers are often urged to write what they know. The suggestion, of course, is that
you shouldn’t start with writing about the foibles of 18th-century French aristocracy if

you grew up on a farm in North Dakota. This is good advice, though if we never wrote
anything but what we knew for sure, we’d be writing nothing but blogs about what we

had for dinner. The great strength of writing what we know is that it can shed light on
the universal truths that thread through the lives of farmhands and princes alike.

But if one purpose of writing is to create a window into what a writer knows to be

true, surely writing is also a way to investigate the void together. The great unknowns
of human life have been the subject of art since humans first listened to the hum of

the universe and drew symbols on cave walls. In this issue of Slice, the stories resonate

with human mysteries—great and small. We don’t understand why parents leave their

children. We can’t fully grasp the twisting shapes of desire. We can’t figure out how to
reconcile our past with our present. We can’t comprehend the minds of our lovers. We
don’t know how to make sense of life’s tragedies.

Many of this issue’s wordsmiths have created art from what they don’t know. We hope
you’ll dive into the void.
Cheers,
Elizabeth Blachman, Celia Blue Johnson & Maria Gagliano
Editor-in-chief & Co-publishers
Slice magazine
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BOYS WITH
WINGS
KIMBERLY ELKINS

Suzanne smoked three cigarettes on the walk down

Most people found the paintings frightening, but the
parrot-man didn’t seem a danger to the boy; even the
chase looked more like a game than a serious pursuit. His
beady-eyed gaze seemed benign to Suzanne, and besides,
his giant cock was never hard. How much of a threat could
he be? She didn’t know much about the other so-called
Primitive artists; to her this work felt daring but essentially harmless. Christopher’s pale blue eyes gazed out at
her (not in terror, never in terror, as you’d expect) with a
slightly quizzical, waiting expression, as if to say, “Here
I am. What are you going to do about it?” After almost
two years of marriage, Suzanne still found herself putting
words in his mouth—not his real mouth, but the mouth
of the boy in the paintings. Today, the boy said, “I don’t
mind if you smoke.”
Christopher hated for her to even mention the paintings, much less to visit the gallery. He hadn’t told her
about them until the night before their wedding. Sitting
cross-legged at the foot of their sleigh bed, looking out the
window, he spoke very slowly, carefully, telling her about
the years when Hubert Laymon had lived in the shed
behind their house.

Ninth to the Chelsea gallery. Though it had been almost a
month since her last visit, the receptionist recognized her,
and asked if she was an expert on Outsider Art, or only
interested in Hubert Laymon’s work in particular.
“Sort of an insider on the Outsiders,” was all she said,
but she wanted to confide: “Hey, that’s my husband,
Christopher, the naked boy in all the paintings.” There he
was, looking about six, being chased through tall purple
grass by a man with the head of a parrot and enormous
webbed wings that fanned out into a lemon sky. The parrotman’s cock sprang out of feathers—real feathers, dirty and
straggly, pasted on—instead of pubic hair, and reached
almost to his knees. In another canvas, Christopher lay on
a bed of what looked like lard, slippery, creamy, and white,
while the parrot-man gathered feathers from the barren
ground, holding several in his green beak, the way a man
might clench a pen in his teeth. And in the largest one,
her favorite, Christopher appeared to levitate from a giant
golden bird’s nest, with the parrot-man visible only from
the waist down, wings draped limply over the branches of a
leafless tree.
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BEHIND THE
BOOK DEAL
INTERVIEWS WITH

STAN PARISH, JULIE BARER,
& ALLISON LORENTZEN
MARIA GAGLIANO
As readers, we only ever see one side of a book: the finished, polished version. Plots move along smoothly,

characters are fully formed and convincing, and even endings sometimes seem to have written themselves. With
the complete work in our hands, it’s hard to imagine what an earlier version of a novel could have looked like.

We don’t see the weary writer who spent years revising after he thought he had a finished manuscript. We never

meet the literary agent who saw the potential in the project and had the vision to realize that it needed a bit more
work before it would be ready for pitching to publishers. And we forget the editor who brought the manuscript

before an entire editorial board, making a case for why her company should devote its resources to launching this

author’s work into the world.

Our new interview series Behind the Book Deal pulls back the curtain on the three major forces behind a

debut novel: the author, the agent, and the editor. In each installment, we’ll follow a novel as it makes the journey
out of the mind of a writer, through cycles of revisions, and eventually into the hands of a book publisher.

In this issue, we’re sharing the story behind Stan Parish’s debut novel Down the Shore, which Viking/

Penguin senior editor Allison Lorentzen signed up in early 2013. But before the manuscript went from Stan’s

desktop to Allison’s office, agent Julie Barer worked closely with Stan—literally for years—to help him bring the
book to its fullest potential.

Stan, Julie, and Allison joined me for a candid discussion about the many incarnations of Down the Shore,

each one bringing us readers closer to that beautifully crafted, completed novel. At the time of these interviews,
Stan is still in final revisions. But we at Slice have a feeling he’ll do just fine wrapping things up. As you’ll see,
he’s in excellent hands with Julie and Allison, even if they aren’t afraid of sending him a little hard work.
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BEHIND THE BOOK DEAL

MARIA GAGLIANO

WE'VE ONLY JUST BEGUN

AUTHOR

STAN PARISH

How did you go about your search for an agent?

Were you surprised to hear that it still needed so much
work, excited as you were?

I was steeling myself for an intensive and
exhaustive agent search when Alexander Chee
invited me to a party that Julie Barer was throwing. I knew
almost nothing about publishing back then, and had only a
vague idea who Julie was. Mostly, I remember thinking
that the party sounded fun. Alex is one of my favorite
writers, the best professor that I had in college, and an ace
matchmaker—in the professional sense. I liked Julie
immediately, and when Alex saw that we had hit it off, he
said, “Look, she’s an incredible agent, and you should think
about submitting to her when your manuscript is ready.”
My manuscript was not ready at that point, but meeting
Julie gave me another reason to work nights and weekends
to get it there. She was the first agent I submitted to when I
felt like it was done. Also, Julie throws good parties.

I don’t let work leave my desktop until I’ve taken
it as far as I can. Built into that tendency is a
secret hope that the response will be something like “Yes,
perfect, have a drink, go outside.” I was pretty naive at
twenty-five, but not quite naive enough to think that my
college thesis was camera-ready. I knew it needed work.
What surprised me was the way that Julie went about it.
She would say (and I’m paraphrasing here), “This section
needs to do this, which it’s not doing now. How you do
that is up to you. But it needs to get there.” She’s a good
judge of the distance between what you were aiming for
and where you landed.
How much work did you do on the manuscript from the
time you signed with Julie to the time she sent it out on
submission?

Did you have to do a round of manuscript edits before
signing on with Julie?

Years of work. Actual calendar years. Julie must
have read and edited that manuscript five or six
times in its entirety before she decided it was ready for
editors to see. She’s one of the sharpest readers I’ve ever
met, and a fearless editor, with very clear ideas about how
to fix whatever doesn’t do it for her. We worked through
everything from small, sentence-level tweaks to big
structural changes. She was never pushy, but whenever I
resisted she would ask me, very patiently, to give her cut or
change a shot. “Just try it this way,” was something that I
heard a lot. She was almost always right.

Julie and I had a long lunch before she offered to
represent me, during which she said some very
nice things about the writing I had sent. She also said some
very thoughtful and insightful things from which I gathered
that there was some work to be done before the book went
out. “Some work” turned out to be the underestimation of
2009. The following week I got an envelope from Barer
Literary that contained two documents: a client agreement
for me to sign and a three-page edit letter which I immediately recognized as notes toward a stronger book—and an
end to what little free time I had back then. The implication
was clear: Congratulations. Now back to work.
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

FRANCINE
PROSE
ELIZABETH BLACHMAN
Francine Prose’s 1981 novel Household Saints begins with a card game and ends with a beatification.
Our heroine departs the novel as the dubious saint of ironed shirts and scrubbed floors, whispered
about on hot nights in Little Italy and sanctified by a miracle of roses running up the trellis of the
nuthouse. And many of Prose’s tales—though they’re filled with caustic, witty perspectives on

modern life and peopled with Albanian thugs, campus adulterers, skinheads, and lonely teenagers—
seem to close with a benediction. A lonely single mother experiences a shared moment of acid-trip

transcendence with a former neo-Nazi, an Albanian immigrant drives an abandoned SUV across the
George Washington Bridge into the winter sunlight, a young girl comes down with meningitis in

an art museum and has an epiphany that allows her to see truth through the twisting lines of an El

Greco painting. It’s like the Hebrew prayer at the end of the Sabbath that thanks God for separating
the sacred and the profane, except that Prose knits the two together, creating a world that is a little
sad, a little holy, and very funny.

Prose has been writing fiction, nonfiction, and criticism since she left a graduate program at

Harvard to write her novel Judah the Pious, published in 1973. The former president of the PEN

American Center lives in New York City and has written almost twenty works of fiction; her novel
Blue Angel was a finalist for the National Book Award.

Prose’s nonfiction covers topics from the life of the artist Caravaggio to an examination of Anne

Frank as a literary creator. She distilled her more than two decades of teaching literature and writing
into her 2006 bestseller Reading Like a Writer. There she lays out her theories on learning to write

through a close reading of the great works of literature rather than in the workshop setting—what,

she asks, if Kafka had been told that his classmates “don’t believe the part about the guy waking up

one morning to find he’s a giant bug?” Prose examines the words, sentences, narration, and dialogue
of Chekhov, Woolf, Austin, and Hemingway, among many others. She ends the literary bible with

a chapter called “Reading for Courage,” in which she confronts the question of how we can write in
a harsh world by offering the Zbigniew Herbert poem “Five Men,” which begins with a courtyard

where the men will be shot, and concludes, “offer to the betrayed world/a rose.” I spoke with Prose
about thirteen-year-olds, muses, her upcoming novel, and the mysteries of writing.
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don’t want to do the things that you know how to do, and you
don’t want to solve the mysteries the same way. It would be
like reading a detective story twice. Sooner or later you figure
out: oh, I know who did it. So just simple things—how do I
tell this story? how do I create a character?—are endlessly
mysterious. I hope that’s a comfort for people who are
starting out and trying to figure out how to do this, because
we’re all just starting out and trying to figure out how to
do this.
Your discussion about great sentences in Reading Like
a Writer made me want to ask you whether you have a
favorite sentence from your own work?
You know I do, but I wish I could remember it.
Somebody was doing a T-shirt for some charity
thing, and they asked me if there was a line that could be
put on a T-shirt. It was sort of an answer to Freud’s
question about what do women want, and it went something like, “What women wanted was the simple attention
a man might pay another man who was talking about his
car” [from Primitive People]. It may not be my favorite, but
it was one that stood out.
Could you pin down a favorite sentence from literature,
or are there too many?
Oh, there are too many. And they change all the
time. I know when I say to my husband, “Listen
to this,” I’ve found another one.
I love your concept of teaching about writing by studying
literature, rather than the traditional workshop method.
When you’re teaching a novel, has a class ever surprised
you, or gone in a direction that you didn’t expect?

Our theme for this issue is The Unknown, and it occurs
to me that you have compiled so much knowledge about
writing in Reading Like a Writer and in decades of writing and teaching. So I wanted to ask you what aspects of
writing are still most mysterious to you?

Constantly. I feel very, very fortunate. You know
I teach at Bard College, and my students—I
don’t know how this has happened—but they all seem like
geniuses to me. Every semester, someone will say something, or more than one person will say something, and I’ll
say, “Who are you? How do you know this?” And because
they’re often very diligent, they’ll look up things that I

It’s all mysterious. That is, every time I start to
write anything I’m confronted by how little I
know, and how much I have to find out. And how little
anything that I’ve already done has prepared me for what I
have to do. In a way that’s one of the reasons to do it. You
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Here is what I can give you:
braids of moss, fish hulls, tempers of cloud.
For years in the pre-storm inertia,
purple dusk, wrack wing,
jackdaws and blackbirds
static in blue copse at barbed wire city limits.
Then, further in and on, beer and trumpets,
blood orange, persimmon, oil boom
hangover tunes leaking from afternoon bars.
Crumbled brick and cinder block
and forehead ash, Friday palm blessings
and Jesuit bells. Children floating
across still city squares,
white-smocked against concrete sky. Hush
afternoon, flash of future and ghastly you,
smooth cheeks of anodyne
in alleys and doorways, faces
past reason, pitiless.
Mosquito, butterfly, Luna moth whipped
brittle landward on gathering winds.
Late sky, birds drop from darkening of.
Singing, then not.

Witness, the Levee
WENDY BARNES
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Here is what you will remember:
Winds crush through imagined
escape hatches. Overland,
oversea, militarized memory-forced
migrations beat out century-like
across muffled complaint. Concrete hush
of backache, soulache, lashwhip, history.
What impends has always,
as you tick and tick, wind yourselves
in sheets that reach from past to past,
tumble into nonsense, lose focus
like late birds tethered to a liquid core.
What impends grips the throat,
chokes like heat or legend,
gothic fangs that sink the ships,
tchotchke voodoo claws that pop the rafts.
Firecracker, gunshot, tapshoe,
it will come like this again,
erasing wheres and whys.
What streams toward us,
colorless and sure.
To breach us from ourselves again,
a fate as own as our blood.
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JUST A
MOMENT
MIRA PTACIN

The summer between my junior and senior years

around us. It was as if it were our first and last day on
earth. Soon enough, the other beachgoers had migrated far
away from our camp. And soon enough, the sand started
to move like the waves of the water, rolling. It was intense.
Beach balls had trails like comets. Seagulls had trails like
comets. We were on high alert for dinosaurs; their appearance wasn’t out of the question.
Those things all happened, but other events popped up
like they should in summer days when you are fully present
and without any expectations. Days when you are young
and aren’t thinking about your future or your past, or what
you were doing to your self or your body. Back then, you
weren’t proactive like you are now. Back then, you weren’t
thinking about your career and your competition. You
didn’t hustle. You didn’t “network.” You just existed in the
moment and not only embraced the unknown, you fought
for it. You were catapulted by the unexpected. Unexpected
things like a tearful epiphany brought on by the song “I’d
Do Anything for Love (But I Won’t Do That)” by Meat
Loaf while tripping balls in the back of your friend’s Buick
Regal on the drive back from the freshwater beach because
you realized what Meat Loaf meant by “That,” and how
“That” pretty much explained how the universe worked.
Or things like, after ordering a banana split from a Dairy

of high school, I saw a newborn baby while I was tripping
acid. I hadn’t planned on seeing a baby while tripping acid.
I hadn’t sought the newborn out, tucked the encounter
into the LSD itinerary that I’d put together the day before.
We used to do that back then: make agendas, then take
psychedelic drugs; back then the consequences, long and
short-term, were less relevant than the actual experiences
we sought.
The original plan: set lysergic acid diethylamide–
soaked blotter paper on tongue, salivate, absorb, and go.
Go see Jurassic Park at the Lakeview Square Mall movie
theater, where I held a summer job. There would be a giant
Hefty garbage bag full of popcorn waiting for us, and the
sodas would be free. Cherry Coke. After the movie, we’d
go to a freshwater beach. We had a designated driver. We
had gas money. We packed sunscreen and beach balls and
peanut butter sandwiches and oranges, oranges for their
vitamin C, vitamin C for reaching optimum hallucinogenic visionary states. Once we made it to the beach, we
set up camp. The shoreline itself looked less like a beach
and more like an ashtray, littered with cigarette butts,
wrappers, gum. But we kicked off our shoes, unrolled our
towels, ran our fingers along the sand, took in everything
45
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

BILL ROORBACH
CELIA BLUE JOHNSON
Bill Roorbach has written several award-winning fiction and nonfiction titles. His latest novel,

Life Among Giants, does not disappoint, and the critics wholeheartedly agree. “Its wild characters
feel genuine, their aches and flaws and desires wholly organic; and the plot they’re tangled in

moves forward at a breakneck pace,” observed Haley Tanner, in a rave review for the New York

Times. This novel combines unlikely characters (world-famous celebrities with a quirky middle-

class family) and unlikely worlds (dance, football, tennis, food, business). They coalesce under the
narrative lens of a towering football star named David, who also goes by Lizard. The result is an
epic tale filled with intrigue, hope, and heartbreak.

I met Roorbach at a Honda repair shop on the day of his interview with Slice. He was having

seats installed in his van, so that he could drive his twelve-year-old daughter and all of her friends
to the beach. It quickly became clear to me that if Roorbach isn’t orchestrating an adventure,

then he’s discovering one. We drove a short distance to a restaurant called Slate’s, just across the
way from the Kennebunk River, in the tiny town of Hallowell, Maine. Inside, the conversation

leapt from topic to topic: the delicious food, the music, the publishing industry, the wilderness of

Maine. Roorbach has a knack for pinpointing humor and mystery in just about anything, and that
expansive interest shines in his prose.

When dessert (bourbon chocolate mousse) arrived, we turned the conversation to Life Among

Giants. At one point, to prove how delicious it was, the ever-friendly Roorbach offered a forkful
of mousse to our waitress. Between bites, among other things, we discussed Lizard and his

inimitable voice, how inspiration can strike anywhere and anytime, and whittling down a story
one character at a time.

I heard you speak at the Portland Public Library and you
mentioned that David or “Lizard,” the protagonist of
Life Among Giants, arrived unexpectedly. How did that
encounter unfold?

known a lot of dancers in New York when I lived there back
in the late seventies. Narrator, dancer, these were totally
separate ideas. The dancer turned up first. This elegant
ballerina. I could see her perfectly. I even had a name,
Sylphide, from the Bournonville ballet La Sylphide, a name
she would have given herself. And why shouldn’t she be the
world’s greatest dancer? Anyway, she did fouettés and grand
jetés in my head for a long time.
Then one night, me lying there awake once again, this
kid came to mind, a character who was a real athlete, not a
pretty-good athlete like me, but someone with all the goods,
everything, even a nickname: Lizard. Tall. He was very tall.

It’s all this late-at-night stuff. Instead of lying
there worrying about something, I consciously
start plugging away at a writing problem. And so it was with
Life Among Giants. I’d been kicking around the idea of a
Nick Carraway-type narrator for years—you know, the
unassuming guy who lives across the way from Jay Gatsby.
Also, I’d wanted to write something about a dancer—I’d
58
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CELIA BLUE JOHNSON

And once he appeared, he wouldn’t leave. I walked around
daydreaming his life for months, got to know his family,
his football friends, his favorite girl. Till one day, walking
down a street somewhere, bumping into stuff, completely
distracted, I thought, wait, Lizard, he’s my Nick Carraway.
Which means he needs to live across the way from some
more mythic figure, which means his life needs to get more
and more entwined with his or hers—whoever lives over
there. One more late night, and suddenly it comes to me;
the mythic figure across the pond, this place I’ve been seeing for months. It’s her. Sylphide.
Some time after that, I was propped up in my office at
the College of the Holy Cross before a class, all prepped and
ready to go, twenty minutes to kill, and I thought, I’ve got
to start. And it was like Lizard just knocked on the door,
bumped his head on the doorframe, walked into my office,
took a seat by my desk, and started talking. Then boom, the
twenty minutes were up. Off to class. That little bit was the
first paragraph of the manuscript for a long time. It’s buried
a little further into the book now, page six or so. But in its
completeness it set everything up, posited a cast of characters, including Sylphide’s husband, a rock star who had just
died in a car crash, apparently. And it gave Lizard a sister.
And a modest house. In Connecticut, where I happened
to grow up, but nothing like my folks’ place. No, this was
a little stone house on a pond. His parents were upstairs
fighting. He was seventeen, and that carried all kinds of
implications. All these plot details from I don’t know where,
and all these questions to answer. In subsequent weeks I daydreamed and wrote, and the bigger story started to develop.
Who is this dancer? Why and exactly how did her husband
die? How exactly does Lizard get tangled with this woman?
He has a sister, so maybe it was her. Maybe his sister worked
over there. Yes, she was an au pair. For their kid. But not just
any kid, a developmentally delayed kid. And on and on. I
had to solve all of these problems, think my way through all
these lives, one after the next, and just write my way into it,
finding Lizard’s voice, yes, but also his story—Lizard telling
me what the story is. And stupidly I’d argue with him.

Writing is the slowest form of reading. In a book
like Life Among Giants, I’m just writing to find
out what happens. Not all of which can make it into a book.
I definitely wandered off on tangents, and even if they were
interesting, later they’d get cut. (Didn’t Hemingway say
something like: “We can tell the quality of our writing by
the quality of the stuff we have to cut”?) But everything I
cut, everything my editor cuts, it leaves me knowing more
about my characters, leaves a lingering flavor, a kind of
ghostly presence. It’s like meeting someone for the first
time—you don’t know every little story of her vast life, but
you feel the presence of all that experience. And the early
drafts of Life Among Giants were long, and then longer. I had
whole chapters on Lizard’s middle years that are now cut
out. One hundred pages from the 1980s that aren’t in the
book anymore, fifty pages from the 1970s here, fifty pages
from the 2000s there, storylines that didn’t serve the greater
project, or scenes, good as they were, that merely reiterated
character traits and plot points I’d already developed.
Chop-chop!
It must have been difficult to let so many pages go.
Of course, yes. Some easier than others. But
listen to this: There’s life after editing. We’re
now in the early stages of developing a premium cable
version of Life Among Giants. Of course, till this point I
would have said I preferred a feature film. But in the days
after the idea was floated, I watched a season of The
Sopranos, which I’d never seen (or any other cable drama, for
that matter), and realized that it was not only a soap, but a
big, luxurious on-screen novel. With a cable series that goes
on for years, you can do a serious story, and you can follow
all sorts of storylines, develop dozens of characters, reinsert
whole decades, investigate the past. And I had this glimmer
of joy: I’d be able to resurrect a lot of stuff I hadn’t wanted
to cut. And make up new stuff, go deeper into favorite
characters. We can follow Lizard’s mad sister, Kate, possibly
even do a whole season about her. We can conceivably go
back in time, back before the rock star is dead, say, and
dramatize his relationship with the dancer. We can find and
show the moment that brings those two households
together. Really fun.

Did you veer in any unexpected directions and then have
to retrace your steps, or did you find yourself plunging
forward to the end?
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matter what? Would my gaze have fallen on it regardless
(the serifs of its typography like barbed wire!) in a branch
of the New York Public Library, in St. Mark’s Bookshop,
or in the New York Times? Though I must tell you that my
sentence does not belong among the sentences found in any
novel, newspaper, or magazine. Mine is of another order
altogether, as a Corinthian column differs from a Doric. I
say ‘Corinthian’ because there is about my sentence an overelaboration, an extravagance serving no other purpose than
its own perpetuation.”
“What is the sentence?”
He would not tell me, afraid that I, too, might become
ensnared.

He received his sentence apparently by accident, as was
the case (and may be still) for every other member whose
election to that most secret society the sentence determined
and ratified in the same instant. Alexander could tell me
very little about it: not its full name (never to be disclosed in
any charter, bylaws, or statement of principles) or the number
of its elect—living or dead. The Society to which he was, by
chance or mischance, pledged does not convene or communicate with members, who remain unknown even to each
other.
“The Society’s aim,” he once told me bitterly, “is to
enthrall and to exhaust anyone unlucky enough to fall under
its influence.”
Alexander came upon the sentence—the sentence that
would be his for the rest of his days—one afternoon in
the reading room of the Morgan Library, at 225 Madison
Avenue, where he had gone to research the Thirty Years’
War. He had planned to compose an epic poem whose
theme was the unending winter of that age, but once he had
received his sentence, he would never write that poem or that
history. (I would write it myself, much later.)
“I’ve wondered so often what my life would have been
like, had I not gone to the Morgan that afternoon,” he told
me. “Different? Or was I fated to receive my sentence no

2.
He was helpless not to dwell on it: on the imposition of
his sentence, which he thought of in terms of a miscarriage
of justice or a violation of his sovereignty. He would call me
late at night and take up the thread once again, thus:
“My greatest fear is that members of the Society—we’ll
call it the Society of the Sentence for convenience sake—are
immortal; that once having received their sentences, they
must respond helplessly to their promptings, their urgings
and exhortations, building by improvisation, by an unbreakable habit of association of ideas, a text, a construction, a
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unique and expanding universe, unstoppable and unending.
And because the—let’s call it by its usual name, although
there is nothing at all usual about it—because the resulting book cannot end, its author must labor endlessly. That
being the case, I cannot die. I’m enslaved to words spooling
from that first sentence, the one given to me. An intolerable thought! But I fear that I can no more stop writing
than a bicyclist can stop pedaling, having once committed
to the steep decline—his bike’s brakes broken, the frame
shuddering in headlong descent. The cyclist has no hope of
stopping until the slope diminishes and the road becomes
once more level. But if it doesn’t? If the road should go on
precipitously . . . perpetually? This, I fear, is how it is for
me and for all others of the Society.”
I wanted to ask how he had felt at the instant of his
election. Did he receive, along with his sentence, a shock
at the backs of his eyes? Did a kind of signal flare suddenly fall down the darkness of a mind at rest, ready for
the clarity and illumination of an idea? Did he feel in his
fingertips an electric charge as must a blind man who reads
a revelation by their touch? I wanted to ask Alexander how
he had acquired his knowledge of a society so secret that
no one else had heard so much as a rumor of it, when its
workings were a mystery and no other member was known
to him. (He could not be certain that he was not alone.)
Abruptly the line went dead as Alexander hung up the
telephone, and I was left to wonder at his anguish, believing him to be insane.

light had been barely visible underneath the door, and in
it—I imagined with something like horror—my friend sat,
entranced by his sentence.

4.
I did not see Alexander again. He withdrew from
everything that had constituted his life before he was
sentenced (the word I use to describe my friend’s unusual
destiny). He seldom left his apartment, had turned off his
phone, left mail unopened, went permanently offline, and,
like Beckett during “the siege in the room,” wrote with a
single-mindedness almost pathological in its extremity. All
this, I know from a brief letter Alexander sent me near the
end of his—call it his visible existence. Unlike Beckett,
however, he did not think. His sentence and all the uncounted sentences it spawned relieved him of the need for
thought—dictating peremptorily, word by word, the book.
I cannot call it his.
With no one else on whom to rely, Alexander had made
me his literary executor. It was in this capacity that I went
to his Williamsburg apartment to retrieve from the building manager Alexander’s manuscript, whose pages already
numbered in the thousands. It was mine to take with me,
she said, and—according to his last wishes sealed in an envelope—mine to read “so that my life, as it is to be henceforth, shall not, during the term of your natural existence,
be unregarded.” Strange, strange words! Perplexing words.
I have no intention of reading Alexander’s manuscript,
which unaccountably continues to increase its pages. I intend to lay it among the scholarly papers of—I will not say
whom!—in the Morgan Library, there to remain unread
until it is at last forgotten. I ought to burn it, but I cannot
bring myself to destroy what my erstwhile friend did not—
and will not now—ever finish.
I suspect that Alexander disappeared into the book
and is even now on the rack of his sentence, which, like
the nautilus, produces from itself as complex, enthralling,
and perdurable a construction as that inscrutable creature’s
spiraling, many-chambered shell. That so elaborate a
construction may also be for Alexander a necessary prison
is something I cannot understand. NL

3.
For my own sake, I tried not to think of Alexander.
He disturbed me, like something morbidly transgressive.
But one cold night toward the end of last year, I bought
him the Soppressata he loved from Faicco’s and a bottle of
Chianti. I stood quietly in the hallway, hearing someone—
Alexander certainly—typing on a word processor inside his
apartment. I knocked, not so loudly as to frighten myself
any more than I was already. No one answered, and after a
while I left my gifts outside the door and went on my way.
From under the door had come a light like that illuminating an aquarium. (But that is a banal image!) A gray
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My fiancée, Lisa, smiled as she handed her credit
card to the owner of a well-appointed hotel in Guatemala
City. All I could think about was clean sheets, a heated
pool, room service. After six months of rustic travel, Lisa
and I wanted our last night to be a hedonistic free-for-all.
Oh, and another thing: we were flat broke. Hence the
card. And as our flight back to Boston left the following
morning, we reasoned that springing for a swanky room in
Guatemala City for forty-five dollars was well worth the
price when compared to the dubious quarters and hay beds
we’d slept in up to that point; the way we figured, with
sixty-five-pound packs constantly strapped to our bodies,
we’d bushwhacked through tangled mountains and cloud
forests, rode precariously on the tops of dilapidated school
buses, and crisscrossed one byzantine street after another,
all on a measly six dollars a day.

Let’s go ahead and live a little.
“I’m sorry, but this card does not work,” the hotel
owner said, trying to hand it back.
Lisa blinked, dumbfounded. “Ummm, can you run
it again?” So the woman did. And then did again. She
shrugged. A fourth time seemed pointless.
We reasoned with her, explained it was a mistake, that
we had no more money, that the card had to be good. I
emptied my rucksack on the clean tile floor of the lobby
and desperately pawed through a mound of books and
clothes looking for cash that maybe I’d lost or forgotten.
Lisa performed the same disheveling with her pack, but we
arrived at the same result: not a single coin.
“This is a mistake,” I said again, pitiful.
“Go to a bank,” the woman offered. “They’ll fix it.”
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